'Elastic and Plastic Behavior of Cylindrical Shells Under Dynamic Loads Based on Energy Criteria",j.E.Greenspon (J G Engineering Research Associates) Contract No. DA 36-034-ORD- 3081RD, Tech. Rep. No. 3, Feb. 1963. p. 9. Eq. [13] and [14] Now define a new variable »'-£ and let **/='<*/;/rtr/^)then the integrals can be written in terms of dimensionless quantities as follows:
We first combine the elastic and plastic cases in one set of integrals noting that a. For the elastic case >A = o b. For the plastic case ^ -*i. The combined integrals are then [40] where (over) Thus the integrals are dimensionless quantities which are functions of the diirensionless ratios ** / */&, j ^4 , ./zc*.
Equation [40] is the form that the electronic computer will use to compute the integrals numerically for a given shape ^»*J^/j given parameters fyjl ^Sxu. anc^ a series of values of ^^ö/ä • It should be noted that all expressions in the report pertaining to the plastic region are correct if C,, >"-' Gj . This condit on holds for a large number of cases in view of the fact that we are concerned with large deformations and large plastic strains. If this condition is relaxed then expression [10] must be rewritten as <7iJe L i-J aic/tijdZ For some physical cases *' vf^> * < / sfe^^ / so that
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ABSTRACT A theory for the dynamic elasto-plastic deformations of thin shells is presented. The deformation is obtained by equating the energy input to the energy absorbed by the structure. Large deflections and strain hardening are considered. The theory is applied to the case of a shell undergoing axially symmetric collapse. Shell theory, especially the dynamic plasticity of shells, is in such a state at the present time that one can only hope to obtain approximate solutions to the problems that are of practical interest today. Very little work has been done on the dynamic plasticity of shells due in part to the mathematical complexities of the theory and probably due to the lack of experimental evidence with which to check the results of the theoretical developments. Fortunately the electronic computer will enable us to overcome some of the mathematical difficulties Extensive use is being made of shells in missiles and submarines. Therefore more complete experiments are being conducted on these structures and more experimental evidence is becoming available to those working in the field of dynamic elasticity and plasticity. More theoretical development on this problem is needed and it is for this purpose that the present report has been written. This report will contain an approximate method for predicting large elastic and plastic deformations of shells under static and dynamic loads.
II. Theory

A. Energy relations
Assume that the shell is exposed to an impulsive load of short duration which imparts an initial velocity to the structure. The problem is then equivalent to one in which the structure has an initial Kinetic energy. ' ' If the energy absorbed b> the shell is plotted against the lateral deflection in both the elastic and plastic regions, then according to a previous reference there can be a region of instability in the elastic region which corresponds to snap buckling of the structure.
If no instabilities occur in the elastic region, when the structure goes plastic there could be a plastic instability point. If this point does not exist and the structur is loaded further then there should be a point at which a slight increase in energy will correspond to a relatively large increase in deflection. This should happen when the structure is about to collapse.
The initial kinetic energy can be determined in terms of the applied impulse. This impulse will in general turn out to be a nonlinear function of the lateral displacement if large strains occur and if the corresponding large deflection expressions are employed. It will be assumed that all the initial kinetic energy that is imparted to the shell by the impulse goes into energy of deformation. The final deformation will occur when the shell comes to rest so that the final kinetic energy is zero. 4 Schuman has conducted experiments on a large number of aluminum and .i eel cylinders subject to nonuniform blast loading. He found two characteristic types of failure which are shown in Figure 1 . -2-It seems that failure type i is a collapse with a failure hinge at the center of the cylinder. Failure type 2 resembles a buckling type failure. Whether or not these types of failure fit into the catagories of plastic collapse and buckling instability remains to be seen. It is proposed to use these general failure shapes found experimentally as the deformation patterns in the energy expression, In order to determine the final plastic deformation due to a given impulse the energy-deflection relation will first be computed. The initial kinetic energy will then be equated to the energy of deformation absorbed by the shell. The applied impulse can ha written in terms of the initial kinetic energy as will be shov.n later in the report. The final result will be a curve cf applied impulse as a function of final deflection. This curve will implicitly contain all the nonlineanties in the strain-deflection relations and all the details of the elastic-plastic stress-strain law. The regions of buckling and collapse can be determined from the energydeflection curve as shown in Fia. 2 It is planned to use this stress-strain law. The energy-deflection relation will then be computed and a search will be made for regions of instability in the elastic and plastic --egions and a region of collapse in the plastic regime. If the value of enerqy corresponding to instability is smaller than the amount corresponding to collapse, the structure will buckle first; however if the collapse energy is smaller than the energy corresponding to instability, the structure will collapse first.
Going back to the general expression for the energy, and substituting the stress strain law of eq. [9]
~de.ldZ is* [ In some cases the deformation of the shell mav be axisymmetric and the deflection W will then be independent of <fi . For this case expression [13] becomes 3kVl .
[17]
X where
^•f*j&r [i81
This concludes the basic energy equations.
The relation between the kinetic energy input and the applied impulse will now be considered.
B Impulse-Energy Relation
Let I be the impulse per unit mass applied to the shell. The impulse momentum relation for an elemental mass 0/** can be written \jr plr* rr -Tc/^ [19] where A^J" is the lateral velocity imparted to the mass by the impulse* Thus H<r = X
[20]
The kinetic energy imparted to the shell is *Only the lateral velocity AAS is being considered, W and ^v/" are being neglected.
r= /f JPX^V^ r ^JßJLX^A [21] where fJL is the mass per unit area and jA is an elemental area
The impulse can vary over the surface of the shell m the same way that the pressure can vary over the surface. Therefore write the impulse as
Tf^f) = T 0 *r* tf ) [22] Thus from [21] T~if4TSff*f Kt)€ iA
Equating the initial kinetic energy to the energy of deformation absorbed by the shell the expression for the xmpulse per unit mass becomes The total impulse on the shell will then be WW^/^y^*^-"*>" l251 -12-
The impulse per unit area will be 6f ^y^<r. y /Sy*a)t//\ [26] If the impulse is uniform &*'*) -1
It should be emphasized that the expressions for the impulse hold when the shell has reached its final state of deformation and has come to rest or when an unstable point is reached where the kinetic energy is zero.
C. Static loading
In the case of static loading the energy of deformation is equated to the work done by the applied load. The result will be a curve of load vs deflection. The static buckling or collapse load can then be obtained in a similar fashion as described brfore; i.e. first the energy deflection relation is plotted and the deflection at which instability or collapse occurs is determined as shown in Fig. 2 . The load corresponding to this deflection then defines the static buckling or collapse load. Since the energy-deflection relation will in general be nonlinear and probably will not contain sharp discontinuities, the collapse load will not be well defined. However it is expected that a region of collapse can be determined. The work done 1 i the static loai will be where -jO is the applied pressure and ^tT the lateral deflection.
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D. A simple application
Although extensive calculations will be done in the near future using the relations derived here, a very simple application will now be considered in which the integrals can be evaluated analytically. Consider the axially symmetric lateral loading of a perfectly plastic shell subjected to both static and dynamic loading which is assumed uniform over the shell. The problem is to estimate the static collapse load and to determine the impulse-deflection relationship in the plastic region. 4 It has been found experimentally that cylindrical shells under axially symmetric external load usually collapse with a deformation pattern resembling two frustrums of a cone with a hinge circle at the center of the cylinder as shown in Fig. 6 Thus the energy expression reduces to [32] For static loading the work done by the external uniform lateral j.oaa is This.will be true of the majority of practical cases.
-15-<v= arjsL /> 0 ^^Lf [33] Equating the internal energy absorbed by the shell to the work done by the external load it is found that
7^ " § ^%^ 4, ÖTVt [34]
Expression [34] implies that the load will not be dependent on the deflectj ya throughout the plastic region. Therefore this load will correspc:.-:! to any deflection in the plastic region and can therefore be termed the static collapse load.
It is interesting to note that the load corresponding to yield in an elastic shell with ordinary hoop tension is 6<u * ^ [35] Thus [34] predicts that the static collapse load is about 15% higher than the load at which yielding will start.
For shells in which v^ is not much greater than unity higher order terms in the energy must be included. If second order terms in ^^yfy^ are retained in [30] the energy becomes [36] Therefore the static load-deflection relation in the plastic region will be *-ZJ l&("it\) [37] This will give a load deflection curve which looks schematically as wn in Fig. 8 .
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Fig. 8 Load Deflection Curve in Plastic Region Including Nonlinear Terms
The effect of the nonlinear terms is to stiffen the shell so that the plastic deflection for a given load will be a definite value. For the linear case the collapse load would produce any plastic deflection.
Using relations [32] or [36] with [27] the impulse-deflection curve in the plastic region can be obtained. A schematic of the results using these two energy relationships is given in Figure 9 . with [32] (ioM)\ "rejtA *r.JlJe* 138]
with [36] (2*fJLT* *** £€.Ji The static collapse load aoes not define collapse in a dynamic problem. In fact if the load is applied dynamically the actual magnitude of the load can be much greater than the static collapse load and still not result in plastic deformation. It is the load-time relation that is important and the impulse is a lumped parameter which essentially is a measure of the load time history.
III. Discussion
The great advantage of the energy absorption method as described here and elsewhere in the literature is that many complications can be considered in the analysis and still result in a tractable problem. For example it is seen that we have considered here nonlinearity in the strains, strain hardening in the stress-strain law and nonuniform dynamic loading. This type of theory has one main disadvantage -we have to assume a deflection pattern. However it must be realized that even in the more sophisticated plasticity theories assumptions on the pattern must also be made.
Based on careful study of the existing plasticity flow theories of today it is difficult for this author to see how the important complications such as nonlinearity in the strains and stress-strain law in addition to nonuniform dynamic loading can be included and result in a solvable problem.
In such plastic dynamic biaxial stress problems this author sees very little hope for any but the deformation theories and the energy type procedure for actually getting reasonable answers in a reasonable time.
